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acrylic and chrome
CLASSIC AUTOMOBILE PAINTINGS BY TOM HALE
text tom hale
artwork tom hale

Studebaker, 48” x 38”

Did you enjoy making art from a
young age?
I began drawing cars at around seven years
old, like most young boys. I’d set up some
orange crates as a table and start drawing.
My family was never very wealthy, so I
didn’t have a lot of fancy tools or anything,
but a pencil and paper really were all it
took. The difference is, unlike other kids, I
never stopped.

Were your parents interested in
your artistic talent?
In a sense, yes. As a child, I would draw a car
as my mom and dad watched TV. I’d show
them the drawing and excitedly ask, “What
do you think?” They’d say, “Oh, that’s really
nice, Tom,” and probably assumed my love
for art was maybe going to go away. But,
on the other hand, they didn’t discourage it.
They saw that I was interested in it, and they
let me do it. They gave me that freedom.
When I look back, I think that decision was
really important.

Why did you gravitate toward
cars as a subject matter?
From early on, cars fascinated me. My dad
worked for Chrysler, and in the middle-tolate 1950s, I’d travel with him quite a bit. I’d
sit in cars in the showroom and study them.
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“

Mercedes, 38” x 48”
Lincoln and Calla, 12” x 9”

country. Little did I know I was creating a
second career! In 1985, after twenty years

The thing I like about acrylics is they can be used in a
very transparent, watercolor way and can be applied
to almost any surface. My favorite way to paint is
acrylics on canvas.

in the business, I just walked away from
the corporate job. My late wife, Micki, and
I always had a sense of adventure, and we
found that going to art shows allowed us to
get to know new people from all walks of
life. It was really exciting to us.

really easy to be influenced by automobiles.

Did you enjoy working for car
companies?

Do you use acrylic paints?

All of this led me to want to create my own

I loved the work! I would sit at a drawing

Yes. The thing I like about acrylics is they can

image of a car and design it.

board almost every day and draw future

be used in a very transparent, watercolor

cars, or sometimes just their details, such

way and can be applied to almost any

As time went on, I kept drawing and

as a new grille texture or a new taillight.

surface. My favorite way to paint is acrylics

ultimately wanted to become a car designer.

However, I didn’t function well in corporate

on canvas. I’m used to the rapid drying:

So I just kept working at my automobile

life. I was restless, opinionated, and very

drawings in my spare time. As a young adult,

frustrated because my creativity wasn’t

quickly. It can be difficult to blend colors,

I was stationed on a Navy destroyer for a

being maximized. So, on my lunch hours, I

unlike oil or even watercolor.

couple of years, and I had an area where

started painting watercolors of old barns,

I could sit and draw after work hours. I

buildings, and landscapes as a relief.

What’s your process for creating
works of art?
I walk around at a lot of high-end

the world for automotive styling: the Art

How did you become a
professional artist?

Center School in Los Angeles, California. I

I accumulated a group of my paintings and

while, I’ll see something that gives me an

graduated in 1966 and then worked as a

put them into a gallery. I sold a couple, and

idea for a painting. I may take a hundred

stylist for twenty years at General Motors,

then, during vacations and other spare time,

photographs for reference because there’s

Chrysler, and American Motors.

I started doing some art shows around the

no way I can remember all the details of

Plus, I grew up in the Detroit area, so it was

prepared a portfolio that ultimately landed
me at the single most important school in
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ultimate chrome cars, like the 1958 Buick,

for me to know how to cast reflections

Your paintings gravitate toward
striking purples and blues. Is
that your style, or is it what
works for your subject?

because I understand the surfaces based

My style just evolved. I didn’t pick a

those are the two eras that interest me

on my work as a car stylist. For larger

particular style like some artists try to, but

the most.

paintings, the whole process can take six to

what I do now has become what people call

eight weeks. People say, “You’re born with

my style. Color, though, is a fearful thing

talent.” To me, it’s really about hard work. I

for many artists. I have other problems, but

What other interests do you have
besides painting?

obviously had enough interest to pursue art,

color’s not one of them. I’ve never had a

To others, it might sound awfully boring, but

but it’s all about work and persistence.

fear of color. I like to paint mostly dark cars,

I’m totally focused on painting. That really

and when you see a dark car outside with a

takes care of me. I love painting today more

Do you get more inspired in
the showroom or after you see
the photos?

brilliant blue sky, all the top surfaces of the

than I ever have! And I’m not lacking for

car turn blue, so that accounts for some of

anything else. I’ve done a little boating and

my interest in blue. And, of course, blue is

fishing. I go to movies, stuff like that. But the

I probably get most inspired when I see

easy to transform into purple, which is one

art and the automobiles are all-consuming.

the car—or part of the car. When I do, I can

of my favorite colors. I can paint a brilliant

actually see the finished painting that I

red car, but I can put a blue shape right on

want to do in my head, before I even touch

top of that red and make it work. So when I

the canvas. I can clearly see what I want

start painting, I can pretty much do anything

You’ve received several awards
for your art. Does any particular
one mean more to you?

to do, and that becomes the incentive that

I want with color and, in most cases, make

The one that really has meaning for me

carries me through the weeks of creating

it work.

is the Gold Medal of Honor from the

every car. I then create all the color and the
reflections. When I see a certain door cut on
the side of a car, that’s enough information

that painting. I never quite seem to reach

are just loaded with chrome. But that’s the
decade in which I grew up, and that’s when
I started really paying attention to cars. So

American Watercolor Society, perhaps the
most prestigious watercolor society in the

occasions I do, and sometimes I actually go

Do you consider cars themselves
to be works of art?

beyond that and do something even more

Certainly most cars are not works of art.

Duesenberg called Chrome, and I ended up

exciting than I had initially envisioned. I

Most are produced commercially to make

winning the society’s top award, which, in its

get in a zone, and everything happens just

money, and a lot of compromises are made

113-year history, had never been awarded to

perfectly. It’s like I can’t make a mistake.

along the way. However, some cars have

an automotive subject. Today, the society is

I’m talking about a rare, brief moment, but

been produced as a result of pure passion,

in its 150th year, and no other automotive

it’s almost like I can taste the colors as I’m

with no particular goal of selling them. Those

subject has ever won the gold medal. That is

painting them, as strange as that may sound.

cars, such as the Talbot-Lago, Duesenberg,

so significant to me because the automobile

What I’m sensing is how everything comes

Delahaye, and Cord, are absolutely works of

is considered such a commercial subject that

art to me. Museums are starting to recognize

a lot of museums, and many art critics, don’t

that, too. There have been some important

take it seriously. So getting that top award

museum shows in the past few years

was really satisfying and validating.

that image in my mind, but on really rare

together, right at that moment, in a very

Mighty J, 38” x 48”

magical, wonderful way.

Do you prefer to focus on the full
car or a section of the car?

and reflections, which is why approximately

just flat paint. Some people actually think I

the reflections were nothing but abstract

90 percent of my paintings are of sections

buy a tube of chrome paint! But the image

shapes of color. Micki looked at it and asked

You’ll notice that I do very few full-size

of cars.

is just an illusion I create using technique.

why I put a red tulip on the side of the hood.

paintings of cars. I get a lot of people

It’s no different than going to a museum

who want me to do a painting of their car.

and seeing a beautiful portrait of a person,

country. I submitted a painting of a 1932

featuring cars as art.

I told her it wasn’t a tulip, just a red shape.

Of all the cars that you’ve
painted, do you have a favorite?

Is that what you hope your
overall body of work will help to
accomplish?

But I started thinking about how incredible

The Duesenberg. For me, it represents the

Yes. I know a handful of artists who are
focused on the automobile and are making

and the skin looks so real. Well, that artist

flowers are in terms of color, sensuality, and

ultimate classic automobile, and I don’t know

of their car, but that’s not really what I do.

your art:

simply knew enough about how to depict

beauty. I was also thinking that automobiles

if there are any two Duesenbergs that are

some incredible art, whether it’s two-

I use cars to make what I hope are works

I take total liberty with reflections. I create

skin realistically. To me, that’s all chrome is:

are one of the greatest things created by

quite alike.

dimensional or three-dimensional, and I

of art. I’m just using the car as my subject,

them. They’re not based on photographs.

just an illusion.

man. So I realized that the two subjects

They’re looking for me to paint a picture

think, beyond my lifetime, some of this work

and I’m not anxious to just make pictures

They’re not done on a computer. People

of cars. Instead, I see a lot of compositional

always want to know how I paint chrome,

The reflections led to incorporating floral

I started putting the floral images in with

The Duesenberg is a 1930s car.
Are you interested in that era?

opportunities within the detail areas. I see

for example. In a lot of my paintings, the

images into my art. One time, I did a

the cars.

Yes. The other decade that interests me

opportunities to do some things with color

chrome is very reflective, even though it’s

painting of an old Chrysler Imperial, and
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For more info, visit tomhalegallery.com

automobile always reflects our times.

is the 1950s, the chrome era. Some of the
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Grant’s Nashville Pan-Fried Catfish
Grant Johnson, a guitarist who moved to Nashville for the music,

NASHVILLE EATS
text

chili powder, and cayenne.
In a second medium shallow bowl, whisk together the egg and buttermilk.

4 minutes on each side until the coating is golden brown. Serve hot.

Recipes reprinted from Nashville Eats: Hot Chicken, Buttermilk Biscuits, and 100 More Southern Recipes from Music City. Copyright © 2015 by Jennifer Justus. Photos by Andrea Behrends.
Published by Stewart, Tabori, and Chang.
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Tomato Pie
I have seen—and loved—tomato pies made with spoonfuls of mayonnaise,

Slice the large tomatoes into rounds ¼-inch thick, and place them on paper towels.
sprinkle them with the salt. Let them sit about 10 minutes more. You don’t want
them to be too juicy before baking, because that could make your pie soupy.
Preheat the oven to 400°F.

a layer of tomatoes in the bottom of the piecrust. Sprinkle on the pepper and half of

Scatter the thyme sprigs across the top of the pie. Bake the pie for about 30
minutes, then fold strips of aluminum foil around the rim of the pie to keep
the edges from turning too brown, and continue baking for another 15 minutes. Allow
the pie to cool before serving.
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Bourbon Sweet Potatoes
Sweet potatoes and bourbon make good partners,

Nashville:

200 Years of Hospitality

Preheat the oven to 350°F.

/

1 3

Peel, wash, and quarter the sweet potatoes. Place them in a stockpot, add enough
water to cover them by 2 inches, and bring them to a boil. Continue boiling them
until they are fork-tender, about 15 minutes. Drain, and transfer them to a large bowl.
Add the butter, cream, bourbon, orange juice, orange zest, brown sugar, salt, and
nutmeg, and mash everything together with a potato masher or an electric mixer.
Spoon the sweet potato mixture into a casserole dish, and top it with pecan halves.
Bake it for 30 minutes.
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Hello Dolly Cookie Bars
As a pastry chef living in modern times, Rebekah Turshen of City House

Preheat the oven to 325°F.
In a medium bowl, combine the cookie crumbs, salt, and melted butter. Scatter the
mixture onto a parchment-lined 8-inch square baking pan. Press the cookie mixture

In another medium bowl, combine the chocolate, coconut, and pecans, and scatter
the mixture over the crust.
Drizzle the condensed milk across the top. Bake the bars for 25 to 30 minutes, or
until they turn a light caramel color.
Let the bars cool, and then cut them into squares to serve.
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be immersed in the sights and sounds of
the eighteenth century, to inviting visitors
to linger longer in the upholstery shop

“

so they can talk to Betsy for a personal
account of her work, life, and role with

Located in the historic district of Philadelphia,

the flag, the team keeps our nation’s
history relevant while also focusing on its
overarching goal of helping people come to

diligently preserves the well-known and loved story
of the now-famous upholsterer who stitched the

their own conclusion to the question, “Was
Betsy ordinary or extraordinary?”

America’s rich history.

Most days, it feels like I am on autopilot
as I make my commute home from work,

To reach your own conclusion, the Betsy

traveling down the same roads, past the

Ross House invites you to celebrate the

same shops and buildings, alongside the

story that has made Betsy Ross a national

same group of cars that make this same

historical legend.

trek day in and day out. But every once
in a while, my attention falls upon this

THE FABRIC
OF AMERICA

American flag that streams forty feet

Betsy’s story begins with the establishment

high in the sky—a familiar landmark that

of her career. After finishing a formal

metaphorically stops me in my tracks every

education at a Quaker school, young

time I notice it. There’s just something

Betsy entered into an apprenticeship

powerfully visceral about this piece of

with John Webster, an accomplished

fabric gallantly waving its broad stripes

upholsterer who left his career in London

against the backdrop of the wide-open

to relocate to Philadelphia, the most chic

sky that triggers a universal reaction of

and cosmopolitan city of the New World

patriotism I am sure many Americans can

at the time. During this experience, Betsy

relate to. As my heart instinctively fills

networked with important connections—a

with appreciation whenever I’m fortunate

number of whom were the future Founding

enough to come across this flag in my

Fathers of the nation—before forming her

travels, I am also reminded of the people

own upholstery business alongside John

at the Betsy Ross House, who are busy

Ross. The husband-and-wife duo carried

celebrating the American flag’s heritage on

over the prestigious clientele of powerful,

a daily basis.

wealthy people to their up-and-coming
business and were well on their way to an

text

Located in the historic district of

incredibly lucrative career.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, the staff at the
Betsy Ross House diligently preserves the

This blossoming path took a turn for the

well-known and loved story of the now-

worse during the Revolutionary War,

famous upholsterer who stitched the first

which claimed her first husband’s life

stars and stripes into the colorful fabric

and left Betsy struggling to make ends

of America’s rich history. From opening up

meet. Fortunately for Betsy, her uncle-

the doors of the 275-year-old building that

in-law, George Ross, was well connected

Betsy once called home so that people can

and a member of the Flag Committee,
along with Robert Morris, a financier
of the Revolutionary War, and George
Washington. It is believed that because of
her relationship with her late husband’s
uncle, Betsy was commissioned to make the
first American flag.
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The legend holds that Betsy was working

probably just an ordinary woman,” adds

in her upholstery shop one day when

Moulder. “She had a job and did what she

these three incredibly important men

had to do to make ends meet. She wasn’t

came through the door. She took them to
the parlor of the house, where they could
have a private meeting to discuss making
a flag. The men unveiled the concept they
had come with, at which time Washington
asked if Betsy could make a flag from the

THE LEGEND HOLDS THAT BETSY WAS WORKING
IN HER UPHOLSTERY SHOP ONE DAY WHEN THESE
THREE INCREDIBLY IMPORTANT MEN
CAME THROUGH THE DOOR.

famous in her day and certainly was not
wealthy, which makes you think that she
was an ordinary woman in her time. But
today, we consider her an extraordinary
woman for her character and the role she’s
played in history. It is our hope at the Betsy

design. She responded, “I do not know, but

Ross House that people will form their

I will try.” Betsy took the concept, adjusted

own opinions of her. Do you think she was

their six-pointed stars to five-pointed

ordinary or extraordinary?”

stars, and presented the finished prototype

an upholsterer, which means, in addition to

about the Flag Committee visiting Betsy’s

this opportunity. However, a handwritten

a few weeks later. On June 14, 1777, the

her normal services, she also made flags.

shop. And then, on May 29, 1777, the State

ledger shows that the Rosses were hired

Continental Congress adopted the Stars and

Especially during the Revolutionary War,

Navy Board paid Betsy Ross a large sum of

to make bed curtains for Mount Vernon by

Stripes as the official national flag, and the

people weren’t thinking about fashionable

money for making ships’ naval colors—the

George Washington himself while he was

rest is history.

fabrics for their homes. So she had to make

transaction conveniently occurred two

in Philadelphia for the First Continental

her living another way, which would’ve

weeks before Congress adopted the Stars

Congress in 1774. “Betsy’s family had long

Although this is the story written in the

involved using her skills as an upholsterer

and Stripes as our national flag.”

reported that she knew George Washington,

books, no smoking gun directly links

to make military supplies.

Betsy to that first flag. “I would love for

For more info, visit historicphiladelphia.org

but we didn’t have any proof other than the

Washington was familiar with Betsy’s work

But the most powerful piece of evidence

family’s memory. But to have the curators

and knew she was perfectly capable of
creating the flag.”

somebody to find a receipt that says,

“In addition, Betsy Ross’s daughters,

that connects Betsy to the Flag Committee

from Mount Vernon acknowledge that,

‘Payment to Elizabeth Ross for the creation

grandchildren, and one of her nieces all

comes from a recent discovery at Mount

yes, they have it in their own records that

of the first American flag.’ But it doesn’t

gave sworn affidavits in the late nineteenth

Vernon, George Washington’s plantation

George Washington had written down he

Despite the lack of conclusive proof,

exist, unfortunately,” explains Lisa Moulder,

century, recalling Betsy’s story of her visit

home in Virginia. It’s been long understood

had paid the Rosses this sum of money

all the signs point to Betsy as being an

director of the Betsy Ross House. “But we

with George Washington. They all said that

that Betsy’s relationship with her late

to make bed curtains,” Moulder details,

ordinary woman who played a part in

have tons of circumstantial evidence to give

they heard it from her own mouth, and

husband’s uncle is what most likely led her

“that’s, to us, one of the strongest pieces of

this extraordinary moment in our nation’s

credibility to the story. First of all, she was

the affidavits tell almost identical stories

to be considered by the Flag Committee for

evidence that we have. It establishes that

history. “When you look at her life, she was
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Where did you grow up, and
how would you describe your
childhood? Was creativity
encouraged by your parents?
I grew up in Birmingham, England. Ozzy
Osbourne and Black Sabbath also hail from
Birmingham. My parents always encouraged
me to draw and paint, and they made sure I
had pens, paint, and paper to do so.

How did you make the decision
to go to an art and design
school? Was it obvious that this
would be your career path?
I generally did well in school, but when I was

LOOPS &

ligatures
the calligraphy of seb lester
text
artwork

a kid, I wanted to be either a professional
BMX rider or an artist. If I wasn’t on my bike,
you could find me painting and drawing.
Over time, art and design became my
main focus. For as long as I can remember,
creativity has been a very important part of
my identity. Being an introvert, it has always
been an essential form of self-expression
for me.

Your early career focused on
designing typefaces. When did
happen organically?
I was in a foundation art course in
Birmingham in 1992. I found myself
gravitating toward letterforms and started
drawing alphabets on graph paper. My early
alphabets all looked like 1980s BMX logos
because those were my main influence.

Calligraphy is a more recent
addition to your art. How did
that come about?
In early 2011, I felt like my career was really
about to take off. I was working on a front
cover for Creative Review, which any graphic
designer knows is a pretty big deal. I was
also working on a very big project for Nike
and was lined up to speak in Australia at
Semi-Permanent, a big design conference,
later that year. Then, out of the blue, my
partner, Pamela, was diagnosed with cancer.
This was a big shock to both of us, and it
24 | AMERICAN LIFESTYLE MAGAZINE
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get through really tough times if you hang

What has the transition been
like from typeface designer to
freelance artist and designer?
How did you know it was time to
go out on your own?

in there. I was reminded that life is short

A lot of the typeface designs I have done

at the best of times—it’s a fragile, fleeting

have been corporate designs for big,

experience that no one should take for

multinational companies—airlines, banks,

granted. I try to make more time for projects

and huge retailers. Work like that has its

that really matter to me now. I work hard,

rewards, but it also has inherent constraints.

but I also have a greater appreciation for the

The work is generally very conservative, and

good people and good things around me.

there isn’t much scope for expression. In

Today, Pamela’s cancer is in remission, and
she’s healthy. My career is back on track.
Life is pretty good at the moment. For now,
the sun shines again. I learned that you can

2008, I started seeking out new challenges
The experience brought Pamela and me

and pushing myself in different directions.

closer together, and I came out of it being

I found it strange and unsatisfying that

able to write some pretty fancy letters with

I was working so hard and seeing my

a pen. Against the odds, the experience

work every day on TV and billboards, yet I

actually ended up making me a better

was not getting much recognition at all. I

designer and artist, perhaps even a better

started doing more expressive work with

person. Whatever the future holds, that

letterforms, limited-edition prints, and other

will always be a beautiful thing. Sometimes

personal projects. It was a counterbalance to

clouds do indeed have silver linings.

the corporate day job. The personal projects
generated a lot of interest, and it became
clear that it was time to go out on my own.
Upon reflection, I wish I had done it sooner.

or a logo?

turned our world upside down overnight. I

project, which leaves a lot more scope

living? Are commissions or
personal work your primary
source of income?

walked away from all of those projects to

for personal expression and creative

It is harder to make a living doing personal

take care of her.

exploration. I am as interested in language

work at the moment because it’s speculative.

and words as I am in their expression

Right now, almost all of my focus is on self-

Is it important for you to
connect with the words you’re
writing on a deeper level than
just visually?

There was no way I could do client work

through calligraphy. A lot of my calligraphy

initiated art projects, mainly limited-edition

I try to find words that resonate with

during this period. I could hardly switch

juxtaposes modern sentiments, ideas, and

prints, but also original pieces. I am offered

me and inspire me to interpret them

on my computer, but what I could do was

language with ancient craftsmanship. That

a lot of client work, but I am being very

visually. Calligraphy is a very powerful

find time to doodle in sketchbooks. As

is part of its appeal—it feels fresh, modern,

selective. I obviously need to make a living,

and seductive art form. I don’t accept

Pamela’s condition slowly stabilized, I was

relevant, and accessible to a lot of people.

but I’m not motivated by money. I’m at the

the idea that calligraphy is a redundant

able to spend longer periods of time writing

The vast majority of my calligraphy is done

point in my life where I need to do projects

anomaly in the twenty-first century—my

and trying out different pens and ideas.

very quickly and freely in sketchbooks. It is

that are important to me and push me to the

last calligraphy video compilation had

Calligraphy was the only creative outlet I

often a visual play with words and letters,

limit of what I am capable of creatively. As

more than one hundred million views on

and it’s often very sketchy and unfinished.

a result, I hope it’s the kind of work that will

Facebook. That didn’t happen because

endure. I take on maybe two or three client

calligraphy is redundant and irrelevant; it

Almost all the calligraphy I do is either
sketchbook work or a full-fledged art

had at this point. Playing with words and
letters became a very absorbing form of
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I’M AT THE POINT IN MY LIFE WHERE I NEED
TO DO PROJECTS THAT ARE IMPORTANT TO ME
AND PUSH ME TO THE LIMIT OF WHAT I AM
CAPABLE OF CREATIVELY.

escapism—a respite from what was a very

Calligraphy is a very emotional process

projects a year at the moment—the kind of

happened because calligraphy is a beautiful,

dark period in our lives. I had occasionally

for me—probably in part because of the

projects I can’t say no to. My last two client

ancient magic. Its function in the twenty-

dabbled with calligraphy pens before, but I

reason I came to it. I put a lot of love into

projects have been a logo for a NASA space

first century has simply shifted from

don’t think I would ever have found the time

what I do, and I hope that comes across in

mission and some architectural lettering for

disseminating information to art, design,

to learn calligraphy any other way.

the final pieces.

Norman Foster.

and recreation.
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How does First Time Ever speak
to you? Why did you choose the
song to interpret into art?

following me on social media. That is

oldest castles in England. It’s a peaceful

respectable for a pop star, let alone a nerd

place, surrounded by nature, with an

with a lot of pens. It’s great, and I wouldn’t

eleventh-century castle in the back garden.

That print is based on the song “The First

want it any other way, but it does create

A couple of pet rabbits and a cat run around

Time Ever I Saw Your Face,” which was

pressure. My followers seem to come from

the place, and they’re great fun. After fifteen

written by Ewan MacColl. I took the trouble

every continent and every walk of life. One

years in North London, it’s all a bit surreal,

to license the lyrics because I think it’s quite

of the biggest achievements of my career is

but I’m quickly getting used to it.

simply one of the most perfectly formed

crossing over as a calligrapher to an artist

love songs ever written. It’s a universal and

with a mainstream audience that finds my

Pamela had wanted us to move here for

eternal sentiment, and the language is so

work interesting. It is a humbling, surreal,

a long time, and her illness fast-tracked

evocative I could instantly see how I wanted

and beautiful thing.

that process. We moved from London, but
I was worried that my work would suffer

to interpret it in print.

Is there a moment you felt you
“made it” in the design world?
When PBS NewsHour interviewed me about
my work last year, it made me think things
are going pretty well. I have also been

There’s this awesome
juxtaposition between the
poetic, philosophical excerpts
you choose to make into
calligraphic art, and then
this irreverent side. Is this a

have worked out very well.

Who or what inspires you?

it your way of staying grounded?

visual arts, particularly calligraphy and

the Philippines to the United States.

I take my art very seriously, but I don’t

lettering, but also drawing and painting—

take myself too seriously. Despite some

calligraphers like John Stevens and Jean

of the crazy things going on at the moment,

Larcher, lettering artists like David Smith,

my feet have remained firmly on the ground,

and painters like James Jean, David Kassan,

and self-deprecating humor helps with that.

and Serge Marshennikov.

and motivation come from
bigger and more prestigious
commissions? Do you feel

What does your life look like
outside your career?

been self-initiated. It was amazing when I

your work isn’t good enough for
your own standards? If so, do
you think this feeling ever goes
away? How do you push past it
to keep designing?

designed the corporate typeface for Intel,

Almost every day, I feel self-doubt and a

important people in my life. So I spend what

which ended up being used all over the

sense that I can do so much better. I have

little spare time I have with Pamela and with

world. But, at this point, I have been there

produced perhaps five pieces of work in my

my friends, family, and pets. I can also feel

and done that. Like I said, money isn’t my

life with which I am very satisfied. One of

a lot of momentum gathering in my career

primary motivator. My motivation is to try to

them is my Jerusalem print, my tribute to

at the moment—I’ve set some big goals for

produce profoundly good, transcendent art—

the artist and poet William Blake. I’m also

myself as an artist, and it will be interesting

work that connects with, resonates with,

very proud of a typeface I developed called

to see how my career develops over the next

and moves people.

Neo Sans. But I see the flaws in my work

few years.

first and ways in which I could have made

For more info, visit seblester.com

fame, from a more personal
place, or a bit of both?
The most fulfilling projects I do have all
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intensity of London, but I was wrong. Things

world in the last few years, from Australia to

With an ever-increasing

A lot of my calligraphy juxtaposes modern sentiments,
ideas, and language with ancient craftsmanship. That
is part of its appeal—it feels fresh, modern, relevant,
and accessible to a lot of people.

I might have been feeding off the chaos and

I’m inspired by true virtuosity in the

invited to speak about my work all over the

“

moving to somewhere more rural. I thought

You have a presence on
Facebook and Instagram.
What do you like about that
interaction? Is it important
for you to connect with your
audience and fans?

things better. The more I learn, the more I

I find social media to be overwhelming

We recently moved into a converted old

sometimes. I have 1.3 million people

stable. It’s built into the banks of one of the

“The trouble is, you think you have time” is a
quote that really resonates with me. I need
to make time to do the things that matter
most to me, including making time for the

understand how much I have to learn
about letterforms.

Why does the county of East
Sussex suit you?
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to play by their parents. Your
mom played the ukulele. What
are your early memories of this?
Did she encourage you to play
as well?

ukule

My mom had a beautiful singing voice, and
she would strum songs and sing when I was
a kid. She was my first teacher. And the
ukulele is simply a big part of the culture

MUSICIAN

when you grow up in Hawaii. We all learned
it in the fourth and fifth grades in the public
school system. If you grow up here, you
either play one regularly, or it’s sitting in

lJ e ma
AKE SHIM

t ex t

your closet somewhere. It’s very common. I
didn’t realize until I started traveling that it

g
A B U K U R O ic

isn’t that common an instrument. Outside of
Hawaii, it’s sometimes looked upon as a toy
instead of as a real instrument. In Hawaii,
the ukulele is respected. There’s a part of
me now that appreciates that mainland
perspective because it encourages people
to pick up the ukulele and play it. Other
instruments—like the guitar, violin, and
piano—are intimidating, but people see
the ukulele and think they can play it.
That attitude toward musical instruments
is healthy.

When did you decide to pursue
the ukulele more seriously?
When I was younger, I just loved playing it.
My mom taught me a few chords. Though
I only knew a handful of chords, I could
play hundreds of songs. However, I never
had a desire to learn anything other than
traditional Hawaiian music. It wasn’t until I
was older that I discovered different styles
of music, like blues and rock and roll. That’s
when I started venturing out. Once I realized
I could play some of those iconic guitar riffs
on the ukulele, my interest was piqued. I
started to get a little more experimental and
became open to all kinds of music.

Have you tried instruments
besides the ukulele?
When I was in high school, I played drums in
the marching band. I also know a few chords
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“
Once I realized I could play some of those iconic guitar
get a little more experimental and became open to all
kinds of music.

© Coleman Saunders

on the guitar, but I wouldn’t be able to play

gives me a lot of fresh ideas for songs and

a concert. It’s funny because I play it like the

projects. Traveling is very important in

ukulele. The guitar has six strings, so I end

the sense that it makes me want to keep

up playing the bottom four strings because I

learning and growing. I look at touring and

don’t know what to do with the other ones.

traveling as my college education—such a
great opportunity to learn. It’s one thing
to read something out of a textbook and

ukuleles. How do you resist
buying more?

another to be there and use all your senses
to experience it. It’s so powerful.

I’m not a collector. Once I find an instrument,
I play it for everything. The instrument I

Can you give an example of an

have now is newer, and I’ve only played it for
a couple of years. I’d played the instrument

your work?

before that for eight years. I also play a four-

It can be as simple as trying a new kind of

string tenor ukulele, made by the Kamaka

cuisine. I remember being in Thailand and

family in Hawaii, who invented the world’s

walking down to the night market, listening

modern-day ukulele. They’re the Stradivarius

to street musicians and tasting exotic foods.

of ukuleles. No one has more experience

That feeling and that sensory experience can

than those guys. So that one is special to me.

translate into your expression later, directly
or indirectly affecting the way you play or

What was behind the name of
your album Travels?

perform. I can’t say that an exact moment

This record is my most diverse one yet. I’ve

my travels make up a huge collective that

spent a lot of time visiting other countries,

inspires and helps me to develop new ideas.

is what influenced a particular piece, but

so I’ve had a lot of new influences, which

songs have a bit of a traveling theme to

You tour constantly, but Hawaii
has remained your home. What
is it about Hawaii that keeps you
coming back?

them, a feeling of perpetual movement. So

I don’t think I could ever leave Hawaii. I love

we thought the name would be a good fit.

the culture and the ocean. I love fishing,

Plus, one of my all-time favorite jazz records

surfing, being out on the beach, and soaking

is Travels by Pat Metheny, a guitar player I

in the warm weather. I play the ukulele

admire very much.

outside all the time. We go out to the beach

made this album very different from my
other records. We came up with the title
much later, in postproduction. All of these

and have potlucks; everyone brings their

© Coleman Saunders
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I love traveling because it’s such a great

instruments, and we have jam sessions right

education. When I go to different places

there on the beach. We have the barbecue

and I’m exposed to new cultures and music,

set up and have a great time fishing and

I definitely learn a lot. It directly influences

swimming. It’s beautiful. Good music, good

the way I approach my instrument and

food, and good company.
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Hawaii’s culture is pretty different than

play an instrument and have music in your

joy imaginable. I was single for a long time

anything else in our country, too. There’s

life, it’s important. It brings a lot of joy to a

before I met my wife. During that time, I was

a very strong sense of community—it’s

lot of people.

so busy traveling and so focused on music

the island lifestyle. You treat everyone

that I wasn’t even thinking about marriage

like family. For example, you call anyone

I think I convey that joy when I visit

or being a father. And then my stepsister set

older than you Uncle or Auntie. So when

elementary schools, high schools, and

my wife and me up on a blind date. We were

I tour the mainland, my crew gets really

colleges and play for students. Younger kids

married within a year and a half. And the

confused because they’re based in Nashville,

like when I play anything popular on the

next thing we knew, we were pregnant. Now

Tennessee. They don’t understand why I

radio. The elementary students love “Crazy

I’m a father of three-year-old and six-month-

have so many uncles and aunties!

G,” a fun and silly song that gets faster and

old boys. A lot has happened so quickly, and

faster. It’s interactive, too, so they yell out,

it’s the best thing that ever happened to me.

I also don’t feel a sense of celebrity in

“Faster!” and I play faster. The high school

Hawaii. That’s the nice thing. It doesn’t

kids get a big kick out of hearing the Family

matter who you are or what you do—

Guy theme song played on the ukulele.

everyone is family. Before I started touring,

How does having a family life

Music is such a big part of my life, and

was sitting nearby. Nine times out of ten,
we’d realize that we had a mutual friend

I think it’s fantastic! To see the ukulele grow

involved mothers who love watching their

or were related. Hawaii is so small, and

in popularity and to see more and more

grandchildren, so that helps because we

everyone is so connected. The strong sense

people pick it up and do cool things with it

have extra hands. I FaceTime a lot with my

of community also compels everyone to be

is great. I especially love seeing all these

wife and kids when I travel.

nice to each other. My grandma lived on an

iconic artists picking it up and playing it,

island called Molokai, and if I did something

like Eddie Vedder of Pearl Jam. Who would

Are you surprised by your success?

bad, chances were good the news would get

have ever thought that Eddie Vedder would

I never could have dreamed of all the things

back to my grandma before I got home. The

record a ukulele album? It’s so crazy. Paul

that have been happening. It’s just been

whole island would know that I’d gotten

McCartney, Taylor Swift, Dave Matthews,

wonderful—there have been so many great

into trouble.

Jimmy Buffett—the list goes on and on. I

opportunities. The most important thing is

or fifteen-minute conversation with whoever

it’s my passion. My wife and I are very
fortunate to have two supportive and

think Train, with their song “Hey, Soul Sister,”

to keep learning and growing as a musician.

You go to schools and talk to
students. What is your message
to them?

was pretty significant for the instrument.

There’s an endless amount to learn. And the

You would never imagine the ukulele in that

ukulele has so much potential. I’ve only just

kind of style, but it was used in a very cool,

scratched the surface. I want to dig in and

It’s a drug-free message. I’m very proud of

hip, rock-pop sort of way. And it was a huge

keep discovering new sounds, colors, poems,

that. I’ve been drug-free my whole life, and I

hit. That’s incredible. Because more and

and techniques. I’m going to keep doing

love sharing that with kids and encouraging

more artists are doing things like that, it’s

this until I physically can’t anymore. I’m

them to follow the same path. I encourage

inspiring a lot of people to pick a ukulele up,

also looking forward to hearing about the

them to find their passion—discover what

especially the younger generation.

younger generation and their influences and

they love doing—and work hard at it. Music

professional musician, but just to appreciate
the art in general. It’s how we express

Time with my family and time with my wife

ourselves, and it’s so healthy. To be able to

inspire me. That brings me the greatest

I don’t mean getting everyone to become a

I especially love seeing all
these iconic artists picking it
up and playing it, like Eddie
Vedder of Pearl Jam. Who
would have ever thought
that Eddie Vedder would
record a ukulele album?
It’s so crazy.

© Kayoko Yamamoto

ideas. In fact, my oldest son, who started

Besides the ukulele, what makes
you happy and moves you
forward in life?

is very important in education—and, by that,

© Kayoko Yamamoto

It is harder to travel now. I do miss them.

How do you feel about the
ukulele’s growing prominence
in pop culture?

if I was sitting at a bus stop, I’d have a ten-

“

strumming when he was eight or nine
months old, already loves playing!
For more info, visit jakeshimabukuro.com

© Kayoko Yamamoto
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As an interior designer, you’re
known for having a distinctive
style that combines contrasting
elements (like wood and metal)
and features neutral colors and

hamptons
farmhouse
rebuild
james huniford

hope to achieve?
My sensibility is to create a balance that’s
calm, soothing, and restful in every design
project, whatever it is.

contribute to a soothing
home environment?

design studio

I believe an open flow is very important.
Keeping flow top of mind with the furniture
placement, the layout of the room, and the
comfort level needed for the room makes
the space not just pretty but also practical
text

and functional.

How vital is client input to you?
All my work is based on my clients’ needs
and lifestyles. It’s important to create a
dialogue with clients to understand who
they are, how they live (such as if they have
kids, how they entertain, or if they host large
or small groups), and what their tastes are—
for example, the colors they’re drawn to, the
periods of furniture they’re interested in, the
lighting that’s important to them, the depth
of furniture they prefer, the heights of chair
seats, the table surfaces they like, and so
on. The clients always come first. My job is
to translate my clients’ tastes and lifestyles
into a visual vocabulary for their homes.
Patterns, textures, and colors are my point
of view and what make up my work.

The James Huniford Design
Studio is based in New York City.
How does the city inspire you?
The energy in New York City is amazing, as
is the design sensibility. The city is always
bristling with ever-changing creativity.
Visual aesthetics are always evolving, and
the buildings are often being renovated. I’m
inspired by what I see while walking down
the street, such as the skyline and the water.
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I can gaze into the window of a gallery and

or heavily weathered floors with warmer

get an idea for a color palette in a room.

fabrics and reclaimed materials.

Paris, London, and Rome come close as hubs

How has the design industry
changed over the years?

Speaking of unique houses and
the people who live in them, tell
us about the Water Mill House
featured here:

Some designs have become formulaic, which

It’s a weekend home in the Hamptons for

I find uninteresting. And clients who are

two people who are both very creative. They

drawn to my work want something that’s

work in the arts, and they are intensely

unique and singular, not mass-produced.

visual, so they have a strong point of

I know they want something that’s hand-

view and feeling of how they like to live.

tailored to their personalities, their

The colors they’re drawn to and their

lifestyles, and their tastes.

environments are very important to them.

for inspiration, but New York is New York.

IN GENERAL, I TEND TO BE DRAWN TO ROOMS WITH THE JUXTAPOSITION OF
REFINEMENT WITH RUGGEDNESS AND TENSION–SUCH AS SPACES WITH DARK
FLOORS AND LIGHT FURNITURE OR HEAVILY WEATHERED FLOORS WITH WARMER
FABRICS AND RECLAIMED MATERIALS.
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They’re really aware of the calmness of a

Has your style evolved over
the years?

room, its elegance, and its uniqueness. And

Sure. I change it every day. The craft of

personalities and their lifestyles.

the Water Mill House is tailored to their

design is what I love, so I’m always drawn
each specific element of every interior I

Can you describe the exterior’s
overall look to us?

work on is really all about that house, the

It’s all flat cedar, and all the window frames

setting, and the people who live there. In

are painted a khaki gray with a little bit of

general, I tend to be drawn to rooms that

green to blend into the overall environment

capture the juxtaposition of refinement

and the cedar roof. That was the magic of

with ruggedness and tension—such as

that setting and its calmness. It overlooks

spaces with dark floors and light furniture

this amazing tree farm in the back, so, in a

to new things and what’s happening. But
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way, it’s like being in a forest. The light in

clients at the time when they were thinking

the Hamptons is also very beautiful, and the

about what style they wanted. Along the

sun sets in the back of their property, so the

way, I saw this barn that I loved, and I said

scenery is made up of the greens of nature

to him, “That would be a really great exterior

and the grays and blues of the sky. That’s

elevation for your new house.” So that

what I drew on for my color palette for

became the launchpad for that part of the

this project.

project. I didn’t want it to feel like a rustic
barn on the inside, though; I wanted it to feel

The Water Mill House was
originally an early 1900s
farmhouse, but it had to be
rebuilt from the ground up.
The owners chose to create
a new barn-style home with
a modern interior. Did that
pose a challenge from a design
standpoint?

When you walk into the
Water Mill House, what rooms
greet you?

It did. The inspiration for the design came

concrete floor. The ceiling and walls are

about while I was driving with one of the

painted the same gray-green color. And to

clean and functional but have elements of
references from different periods.

The front door leads you right into the living
room. If you walk through the side door,
you enter a long hallway that has a polished

the right is the mudroom, which then leads
you into the kitchen. Across the hall from
that is the dining room, and straight ahead is
the living room with a double-height ceiling.

The living room is a beautiful
example of your style of using
colors, and unique elements to
create a calm, yet distinctive

The fireplace is clearly the central feature

in the living room, as does the
one in the dining room. Tell us a
little about those choices:

of the living room, and the room contains

Lighting is a big part of my work. It’s an

other wood elements as well. The rustic

opportunity to express something that’s

coffee table is made of raw materials,

different, and I work really hard at finding

including the unrefined wood and slate top;

unique light fixtures for rooms, rather than

in contrast, the nearby table lamps have

using mass-produced fixtures. The living

mica lampshades. Next to the two chairs

room light fixture is all galvanized metal and

to the left of the fireplace, you’ll notice a

bronze, and I love its sculptural shape. I love

petrified log that serves as an end table.

the intensity of it in a room, and that vast

And I love that single vertically striped chair!

ceiling provided a wonderful opportunity to

One strong point of my work is that unique

use something like that. And in the dining

chairs are always in the rooms I work on.

room, the light fixture was inspired by a

In this house, I wanted to have a modern

Josef Hoffmann sensibility, with the fabric

version of a traditional or classical American

playfully pleated over a big frame. It’s

wing chair.

unique, so you either love it or you don’t.

of the features in this space?
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Of all the interesting elements in
this house, the guest room may
stand out the most. What were
you going for in this room? Are
those antique grain sifters on
the wall?
I love sight lines when I walk into a room,
enhancing an opportunity to expand on
something that’s obvious, and taking broad
strokes in my work. Incorporating the
grain sifters was a great opportunity to do
that. And the ceiling height and the pitch of
the roofline made this room a natural fit for
such a design. Art and wall installations are a
big part of my work, so I don’t look at a room
like it’s just about furniture and furnishings.
I also consider what’s on the walls and how
that relates to, and corresponds with, the
rest of the room.

What was the response of the
homeowners and the guests
who have stayed there?

respond to them or what you relate to in
their art.

The homeowners loved the guest room.

Were you drawn to any artists
or designers in particular?

Design on a Dime is a fundraising benefit

Michael Taylor has always been a big

Works, an organization that houses

influence. I am drawn to his modern

homeless people with HIV/AIDS. It’s a great

Northern California style with organic

opportunity for the design community

materials that he popularized in the 1970s

to come together and make a difference

lighting in each of the rooms?

and the way he advocated nontraditional

in other people’s lives. We started with

The clients were very interested in

placement of furniture. That has influenced

five designers, and now we have seventy

making sure there was adequate lighting

my overall design sensibility. My work is

designers involved. It just keeps growing; we

everywhere, and I didn’t want to have any

not about things like fancy curtains, jumpy

did our first Miami event this year, where we

track lighting in this particular house, but

colors, and Oriental carpets. I try to convey

honored Lenny Kravitz for his philanthropic

instead wanted to have decorative light

calm, soothing, and luxurious sensations

support and generosity. The wonderful thing

fixtures and great table lamps. They worked

with touches of uniqueness.

is that everyone asks what we can do next

I’ve heard that people who stay think it’s a
restful retreat. They don’t want to leave!

The Water Mill House also has
abundant natural light. How did

well as the overall design.

that I started ten years ago for Housing

to make it an even bigger success.

well with the light the house provided as

What is your go-to color, and
what is your run-from color?

What kind of tips would you give
to a design novice?

My go-to colors are white, blue, and gray.

What can we expect next from
James Huniford?

And my run-from color is red. I don’t think

Besides my interior design projects, I’m

It’s important to have an open mind

you will ever see red in my designs, but you

excited that Lee Jofa, the industry leader in

and to get outside your comfort level.

never know.

high-end home furnishings, has asked me
to do another fabric line. I think it’s going to

Be daring, be imaginative, look at art in
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You’ve done charity work for
years. Tell us about some of the
projects you’ve been involved in:

museums and galleries, and understand

What’s your favorite material?

be a different palette, a different sensibility,

what’s going on in pictures. Find the artists

I love cotton velvet. It’s practical, it’s

and a different kind of texture.

that you’re drawn to, and find out why you

luxurious, and it’s comfortable.

For more info, visit huniford.com
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A charcoal-colored button-down shirt,

full of food and decided that this country

black jeans, red-tinted sunglasses, and a

was worth sacrificing for. He enlisted

bowler hat with beige piping—if Marcos

voluntarily, knowing he needed financial

Antonio’s outfit could talk, it would whisper

help for school anyway. “I’d finish high

profundities with a suave Spanish accent.

school at two o’clock and take the train

And this assessment proves true as the

from Brooklyn to Manhattan to wash dishes

gentleman with the million-dollar smile

and mop floors,” he recalls. “I didn’t have

relaxes on a piano bench in a Seattle

the money to go to college. I knew I needed

community arts center to discuss Flag for

something else. When I heard the military

Hope, his newest art venture–cum–social

gives you money for school, I signed

movement to unite the American people,

up immediately.”

and the path he took to get here. It’s

FLAG FOR HOPE

uniting
the country
through art
text
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apparent the journey has not been an easy

After his military service ended, Antonio’s

one, as he speaks about his upbringing in

visionary personality enabled him to

the municipality of Baitoa in the Dominican

discover ways to generate income. Perhaps

Republic. “I didn’t have a pair of shoes until

foreshadowing his ultimate calling,

I was fourteen,” he recounts. “I didn’t have a

Antonio decided to launch a cosmetics

bed until I was eleven. I ran around without

line. “I went to the mall a lot and watched

proper clothing until I was nine years old. I

what people spent their money on,” says

was very poor, but I didn’t know I was poor.

the businessman. “Women buy a lot of

I had a family and my mother’s love. When

cosmetics. I researched, and the markup

I came to the United States, I finally saw

is outrageous. I essentially spent fourteen

the comparison.”

years mixing color. That experience was the
best foundation for a painter.”

Antonio was raised by his mother—his
father left when he was ten years old—and

Antonio enrolled in his first art class at the

was surrounded by his sisters, as his five

age of forty-four. With his business doing

older brothers were away working. When

well and money in the bank, he felt a nudge

he was seventeen, his family came to the

to take a drawing class. Though the quietly

United States in search of a better life and

effervescent Antonio was a quick study, his

more opportunities. Antonio had never

first painting didn’t go quite as planned.

experienced electricity, cars, or plumbing—

He laughs, “I bought my first canvas, and

anything that resembled progress. He

when I got it home, I realized it had two

remembers walking through the airport

different sides. I called the people I bought

late at night and experiencing electricity.

it from and asked which side I should paint

“It was like daylight,” he says. “I couldn’t

on. They told me the gesso side. The first

understand why I could see at night.”

painting I did was done on the wrong side!”

The toughest part of culture shock was

Though Antonio began as an abstract

the language barrier. Antonio only knew

painter, he now devotes some of his time to

Spanish, and everything was in English at

painting butterflies. While engaging in this

school. He couldn’t communicate until he

artistic endeavor, Antonio’s gentle spirit

learned the language. And there were other

radiates. “When I was a kid, we had a piece

unexpected anxieties. When his mother

of land. My job was to kill caterpillars. I was

was first informed about the draft for the

only four or five, but I was old enough to

Vietnam War, she became frantic, telling

know they become butterflies. My mother

her son that she would send him out of the

saw that I was collecting the caterpillars

country. Coincidentally, the refrigerator

instead of killing them,” he explains. “She

was hanging open; he looked at the fridge

grabbed me by the shoulder and said, ‘Now,
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far left and above
Nathan Marion,
Director of the
Fremont Abbey Arts
Center in Seattle,
speaks on camera and
makes a fingerprint
on the flag.

immediate left
Juliann Itter,
Operations Manager
at the Fremont Abbey
Arts Center in Seattle,
poses for the camera.

Marcos, it’s either us or them.’ I understood

participate. After participants make their

what my mother meant. If you allowed the

impressions, Antonio films their response

caterpillars to live, they would eat all the

to the following question: What does the

food overnight.”

feeling. I believe it’s going to become one of

we want a brighter future.” After the flag

historic enough to bring people together.

the most historic movements our country

is complete, Antonio and Cavedon plan to

And he’s seeing his vision gain clarity with

has seen in a long time.”

make a reproduction to help benefit a few

each city they add to the roster. Cavedon

charities, with the original flag donated

is encouraged by what he hears from

What’s most important about the flag

to a major museum. Like the caterpillars

participants. “It’s been uplifting to see how

is the blending of red, blue, and white

Antonio so badly wanted to save, this social

many people feel the same—they want to

impressions. “You can’t tell whether they’re

art project is unfolding and transforming

come together. They want to show pride in

from young or old, black or white, or

into a majestic social art movement.

their country,” he explains. “When we come

religious or not,” says Cavedon. “They’re

For more info, visit flagforhope.com

around, they thank us. It’s a wonderful

just Americans holding hands, saying that

American flag mean to you? Cavedon sees a
Chris Cavedon. The two met in Rhode Island

common thread in the answers, remarking,

This memory was filed away, though never

and have been friends for over thirty years.

“Anyone who has fought in the military says

far from his mind. While he was working on

Cavedon remembers, “When he told me he

the same thing: sacrifice.” He believes we

Impressions of Humanity, his large-scale

was going to try and unite the world with

could all take a lesson from that response

global art project and social movement

Impressions of Humanity, I tried to talk him

by being kinder and sacrificing our own

for unity, he encountered an older Native

out of it. I didn’t see an end game. He put

time or wants for a fellow human.

American man. Someone passing by had

all the time and effort into it. He almost

thrown a cigarette in the street, and

lost his life several times. After eight years,

Both Cavedon and Antonio have seen

the elderly man had picked it up. He

four million dollars, and fifty canvas panels,

Flag for Hope transform into something

advised Antonio that everything would be

Antonio ran out of money. I said, ‘Let’s do a

bigger than they had imagined, as they had

questioned when he crossed the path

flag, and let’s do it in the United States. And

originally only intended to pick a dozen

(a metaphor for dying). Antonio realized

I’ll fund it.’” Flag for Hope was born.

of the major cities in the country to gain

he’d better start painting butterflies to

some attention. The project has morphed

earn good karma. After all, behind the

The concept is simple—participants

into thirty-five states, 150 cities, and 400

celebrity sunglasses are eyes that have

across the country make a fingerprint

locations. This is the first time Cavedon

seen more of the world than most of us

or a handprint with red, white, or blue

has funded a social art project, and he’s

have. Like a cat with nine lives, Antonio

paint to create the shape of a flag

convinced his unique set of traits has

has cheated death numerous times as he

on a very large roll of canvas. Fifty

prepared him for this challenging mission.

faced opposition in several countries for

Olympic athletes will also participate to

“No one could have reached the people we

creating the canvases and handprints for

represent the fifty states, and fifty iconic

did,” he says. “Most people dismissed this.

Impressions of Humanity.

Americans will represent the white stars

Most people thought it would be impossible

of the flag. In addition, 100 to 200 other

to gain the support of fifty Olympians. We

No one saw the dangers of this project

people who most would consider well-

just keep calling and calling.” Like Antonio,

more clearly than Antonio’s longtime friend

known and deserving of this honor will

Cavedon has a vision for this project—to
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turn it into something that will become

THE CONCEPT IS SIMPLE–PARTICIPANTS ACROSS THE COUNTRY MAKE A
FINGERPRINT OR A HANDPRINT WITH RED, WHITE, OR BLUE PAINT TO CREATE
THE SHAPE OF A FLAG ON A VERY LARGE ROLL OF CANVAS.
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